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Will Vehicle sounds be
affected by speed of
sound?

The SoS system is in place for certain sound sources, for example, explosions. We would of course like to
extend it further (i.e. to vehicles) but we cannot say when, as we need to consider more factors, such as the
level of simulation of looped samples of engines and the correct delay (and sound source position) of a
potentially fast-moving source.

What about thefly-by
sound of munitions &
supersonic crack?

There are many things about this feature to be improved very soon, which we’ll mention in an upcoming
OPREP. But, specifically, it should work like this: if it's a supersonic bullet, play a supersonic crack. If the same
bullet slows down to subsonic, the sound will switch to subsonic fly-by sound. This feature is currently enabled
for bullets only, but we are considering to add it for other kinds of ammunition.

Indoor occlusion
based on doors &
windows is possible?

A distance-based interior controller is planned, and it’s possible to factor in the state of doors & windows
(open/closed/broken). As usual it’s a question of time, resources and performance set against the gameplay
value of deeper simulation.

Documentation of
sound processing
effects (for example
radio), parameters
(controllers) and
general information on
the audio system?

We’d like to find a more efficient way of synchronising internal and public documentation. We are currently
discussing the idea of introducing some kind of ‘Audio Hub’, where all documentation can be published.

How to use the
processing effects
(radio, reverb) on
scripted sounds?
Maybe via an
additional
„soundEffect“
variable?

Dynamic filtering is something we've discussed internally and would like to add to make life simpler and the
audio richer. Let's say it's part of a bigger backlog of work for now.

Max. distances of
sounds are short, why
is that?

It is planned to have a dynamic distance, based on environment. Sound will travel further in an empty desert at
night than in a dense forest at noon. Current values are a gameplay compromise, and we didn't want to push
any feature into the build that could have too much of a negative effect on performance.

Graphical EQ in
settings?

Not planned.

Distance based
sounds?

For guns and explosions, there's an idea of having two sounds per weapon, a close and a distant sound. Their
ratio in the mix would depend on distance. So at close-range you would hear the close sound, in the distance
you will hear the distant sound (and in the middle you will hear some of both). Generally, it is our goal to
achieve results dynamically (i.e., not with specific samples for specific ranges, as it becomes hard to maintain);
however, we think there are some situations where this may not be possible.

EAX Support? Not planned.

Are Arma Audio Devs
inspired, influenced by
mods of the
community and do
they steal from it?

We do not consider ourselves to be competitors to our community - we love mods! If the community likes a
certain feature and it is popular – why not recreate the functionality in-engine so that it runs better? But in
reality, no stealing is happening. No sound mod has ever been 'looked at in detail' to copy something into
Arma, we just watch the videos instead or talk directly to the mod maker. To be honest and clear: we follow our
own long term plan of improvements for every single feature.

Sounds for weapon
resting?

There were tests & prototypes, but it became really annoying because it happens too often, and the variation
per surface type was too little benefit to justify the considerable amount of work (detection, samples, etc).
We're focused on other priorities for now, so no work is currently planned.

Why are animations
sometimes out of sync
with the sound?

Sometimes it's simply down to miscommunication in the team. It can be very, very hard to keep track of every
single animation and check every single one every time it changes. However, from time-to-time we are going
through and updating sounds according to new animations, and in the back ground, work on auto-testing could
help out here.

Will AMD True Audio
be used?

Probably not.

https://confluence.bistudio.com/display/~dusa


In the weapon configs
you define multiple
sounds per shot so
they can be randomly
chosen to add variety
to the sound. But they
are being played in
order!

Yes, this is an obsolete implementation, which we intend to replace it with random selection.

Why are you defining
so loud sounds in the
config and fight the
limiter all the time?

In this case, there were no resources or better ways to do it at the time and, overall, we feel this compromise
has improved the feeling of firing weapons. In future, we plan to change this - dynamic range should be
handled in a much more sophisticated way. There are no more details at the moment we can say, until this
feature will be introduced. We can say that it does not mean signal compression, it will be done differently.

Quote from forum: „It
seems to me that the
delivery of audio
content and technical
features in Arma 3
have been slower than
the other content.
I'd like to know about
the human and time
resources the audio
team has, and how
they compare to the
resources available to
other aspects of Arma

“3 development.

It's true that audio in Arma was underestimated for many years. It’s not a long time ago that the Arma 3 project
refocused / restructured its development, and reinforced the audio team. I am proud that many exciting
changes which were missing for so long were introduced during that period.

However, it's fair to say that the manpower we have is still very limited - mainly the programmer part of work -
but we are constantly growing, so hopefully new features, fixes and updates will be released with much higher
frequency!

Why are there so many
ramps in vehicle
sounds? It does not
sound very
convincing.

The problem is not the system itself, sounds are bound to the RPM controller, which sometimes does not
behave in an ideal way. This will hopefully change in the future.

A very general
question: If you had all
the resources you
needed – what audio
features would you
want in the arma
sound engine?

As I mentioned: there is a long term plan, analysis, design documents for mostly all audio features
(improvements and new as well). Many solutions are very advanced, so we are implementing them in
iterations to provide better experience as soon as possible. So, all of them! My personal favorite features I
would love to see (hear) in Arma are vector-based-multichannel-amplitude-panner and dynamic convolution
reverb.

Will there be a
distinctive „gear box
whine“ sound, known
from certain busses
and military vehicles?

It is possible right now, there needs to be a sound added in the configs. Vehicles are currently under the
magnifier, so this is a great idea for enhancement!

What are you using
iZotope RX4 for?

We use mostly all of the features, but one use is 'EQ Match': a powerful tool to for example match the tail
sound to the shot itself. A very powerful shot followed by a thin tail would sound unnatural, because frequency
spectrums are not unified. This amazing tool saves a lot of time.

Tails for explosions? We are considering to implement this, yes.

Will munition (shells
for example) sound be
affected by speed of
sound? A rocket flying
in the distance for
example.

Yes, implementation of this should be part of future enhancements of the speed of sound feature.

Is Direct VON 3D
positional? If not, can
it be?

We can say that we have VON improvements in our plans, but I cannot expand upon this right now.



Is sonic boom possible
with jets & missiles?
Are supersonic
vehicles at all
possible? (Comment
by Andrej: This would
require a cone after the
vehicle has gone
supersonic →
complicated?)

Currently no, sonic boom feature for jets and missiles is planned to be implemented at a later stage.

The Wipeout Jet
(modern A-10) gun, will
it become a bit more
brutal?

OK. I will take care of this cursed sound .personally

  

How does the XAudio2
API handle many
voices? You define
many sounds in
vehicle configs, are
these sounds separate
voices?

It's not so simple, '3D' and '2D' sounds are handled separately. For positional sounds (3D), the number of
voices means the actual number of samples playing simultaneously; there is our own selection management
system to choose which samples are played which are not. Stereo '2D' samples are being managed separately
(including sound within vehicle configs).

Is it possible to have
more than 128 voices?
How does the voice
system work anyway?
What counts as a
voice? What are the
priorities for voices?

128 is internal limit we set. See the answer above.

How exactly does
„thrust“ controller
work? It seems to
quickly jump between
0, 0.5 and 1 with a bit
of smoothing
inbetween these
states.

The input value is based on controller type so, for example, for keyboards there are two values only - key
pressed/not pressed (0,1), for different controller type it can be smooth value. Anyway the output value for
"thrust" controller is being smoothed with specific kind of moving average.

Is it possible to get a
„engineLoad“
controller? Engines
that are under load
sound different than
engines that are not.

There is "engineEffectivity" variable, which we do not use at the moment. Improvements of vehicle sounds are
currently in progress.

How exactly does
„cone“ for helos work?
What do these
numbers mean?
cone[] = {3.14, 3.92,
2.0, 0.5};

{inside cone, outside cone, inside volume, volume outside}, angles are in radians, the base vector of the cone
should be heading up in the space of the vehicle.

More information can be found here: https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/ee418803%28
v=vs.85%29.aspx

It is possible to create
a sound source with
script (for example
say3D) that is able to
MOVE? For example
an airplane sound that
moves across the map
without there actually
being a plane?

Yes, for Say3D only, it is linked to an object which can move. Unfortunately, looping needs to be managed
manually.

https://community.bistudio.com/wiki/say3D

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/ee418803(v=vs.85).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/ee418803(v=vs.85).aspx
https://community.bistudio.com/wiki/say3D


Can we get a list of all
controllers that can be
used for audio such as
thrust, rotorThrust,
transmissionDamage
etc.

"rotorThrust", "angVelocity", "gmeterZ",  "roughness", "dustness","damper0","rock", "sand", "grass", "mud",
"gravel", "asphalt", "gear", "flaps", "rotPos","water", "apu",
"batteries","rpmStarter","rpm1","rpmStarter1","motorDamage","transmissionDamage", "rotorBrake",
"slingLoadActive","latSlip", "latSlipDrive", "longSlip", "longSlipDrive","scrubLand", "scrubObject", "scrubTree",
"scrubBuilding", "scrubArmor", "engineEffectivity", "rain", "wind", "lateralMovement", "playerPos",
"rotorDamage"

Consider that not all controllers works for all vehicle/simulation types.
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